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With the concept of greeting others, ASD children often come across as bumbling and 
awkward or as shy and withdrawn. Although they might be briefed many times that they 
have to greet people pleasantly, they do not naturally seem to incorporate this into 
practise, because they don’t know the appropriate way to greet people. They don’t 
naturally grasp how vital it is to greet people whom they meet. The good news is that 
when they are explicitly taught what to say and do when meeting people, in a way which 
they can understand and with plenty of reinforcement, role plays and activities, they can 
pick up on the skill and incorporate it into their daily interactions, so that when they meet 
someone, they automatically think: ‘What do I have to say now?’ 

  

The how and why: 

Worksheet #111 shows little flowers containing various suitable ways of greeting others. 
Start with the first 2 flowers, and after reinforcement, you can move on to the next few.   

As most ASD children walk around with quite a serious expression and appear to be in 
their own world, it’s important to start with the first rule of greeting etiquette: to smile! 
Explain to the child that acknowledging another person with a smile is vitally important - it 
shows you have noticed them and are happy to see them. The next stage of greeting is to 
learn how to say ‘hi!’ or ‘hello!’ in a fitting way - not quiet and mumbled under the breath, 
but looking into the other person’s eyes and saying ‘hello’ with a smile. 

You can role play this skill in the session room by pretending that you’re both walking on 
the road. Greet him with an inaudible hello and ask him if he heard. Then demonstrate a 
proper greeting and discuss the correct, mature manner of greeting. Encourage the child 
to demonstrate both manners of greeting - it may take some time for him to get it right.  

The next stage can be to take the child outside. Explain that you’ll be meeting him on the 
road and greeting him in a particular way, and he should say if it was an appropriate 
greeting or not. You can demonstrate this in both modes of greeting, and the student 
should do the same, with occasionally omitting the greeting altogether.  

While outside, you can do some people-watching with the student, focusing on the 
different ways people greet each other. Some greet others with a big smile and loud ’hello’ 
and others are more serious, etc. Also notice the impact of the greeting on the other 
person - whether a friendly greeting seems to make someone happy, etc. You and the child 
should write down yours/his findings on a notepad while outside, and compare notes 
during the session, when back in the session room. (You can keep the child’s notes in his 
workbook.) 

After this activity, you can show the child the ‘poster’ (provided in the Triple S Program) of 
‘what he wants people to think of him,’ and ask him how he can greet others in a way that 
they will think well of him, i.e. how will people view him if he greets them with a smile and 
with an audible voice? 
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It will likely take two or three sessions to teach the concept of appropriate greeting. 

The next few flowers on worksheet #111, gives some more ideas of friendly 
greetings, for those people the child is close with, e.g. cousins, aunties, uncles, 
grandparents, and friends…  

the way to greet people more distant from them, e.g.  notEmphasise that this is 
teachers, workers, headteachers, menahalim, strangers etc., as asking “how are 
you?” or “what’s news?” is a mature way to show friendliness, thinking of others, 
caring and being interested in others, and this is not an accepted behaviour towards 
those in authority, nor is it appropriate to strangers.   

With people the child is friendly with, he should be taught to answer maturely to 
the other person’s “how are you?” i.e. to say “Boruch Hashem, fine,” and then a 
short detail/feeling statement.   

You can practice this through role play, perhaps with teddy bears, and the student 
should attempt to include everything he’s learnt in a suitable greeting, including the 
response to a greeting.  

You can reinforce this skill by looking through a comics book together and 
encouraging him to identify where people greet each other, writing down his 
findings. (The page on the comics book doesn’t need to actually reflect a ‘greeting 
style’ conversation, but you can use it as long as it makes sense for a ‘greeting’ kind 
of conversation to take place.) If necessary, revise the worksheet that deals with 
responding with detail/feelings statements, until the child has understood the 
concept well enough to incorporate it into his life. Increase his motivation by 
awarding him a token (token system explained on worksheet #33) for each time he 
role plays a correct greeting or response. 

The last blue flower on worksheet #111 is about responding in a way that ends off a 
conversation nicely; in a way that makes the other person feel heard and 
understood.  

You may want to role play this, and use the ‘facial expressions cards’ or the ‘my 
feeling cards’ (provided in the Triple S Program). You can ask the child to choose the 
likely facial expression of the other person when he has been greeted in a friendly 
way.  

Worksheet  #111 
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Ask “how are 
you?” or “what 

is news?” 

  Say “very nice” 
or “really?” or ask 

something that 
has to do with 
what they are 

saying 

 

smile 

Wait until 
they say 

something. 
Say one small piece 

of news using  
detail, feelings and 

questions\statement. 

Greeting others  

Say” hello” loud 
enough for the 
other person to 

hear 

Say, “hello” 
loud enough for 
the other person 

to hear.

Say, “very nice,”  
“really?” or ask 

something that has 
to do with what he/

she is saying.

Wait until 
the other 

person says 
something.

Ask, “how are 

you?” or “what 

is news?”

Smile

Say one small 
piece of news using 

detail, feelings 
and questions/

statements.


